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Announcing the launch of the COLOR PORTAL at WWW.COLORCUBE.COM
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC - August 19, 1999. Spittin' Image Software takes on a leadership role in
helping new technology users become familiar with computer color. Its website http://
www.colorcube.com is an excellent resource for color information. Featuring interactive web-based
activities and exclusively available software tools, this website is an education and entertainment
haven for those interested in learning more about the phenomenon of color.
Tagged as a "Color Portal", COLORCUBE.COM is well positioned to address the growing need for
color understanding as it relates to computer technology. Suitable for all age and education levels, the
COLORCUBE Website is an attractive, user-friendly site with several innovative highlights such as:
articles on various color topics, interactive learning, 3D screensavers, simple color software, teachers
guidebook and construction model all used to explain the science and art of color.
"COLORCUBE.COM is designed to encourage the exploration and appreciation of the many dimensions of color", says Director of Development, Ken Davies. "Were introducing a website with the
power to change peoples perception of color."
Never has the need to master the intricacies of color been more critical. At a time when the use of
graphics software and color printing devices continue to increase, COLORCUBE.COM responds
with a complete online color resource that provides a dynamic education environment.
Spittin' Image Software is located near Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The company strives to
raise the overall competency of color knowledge in a fun and practical way. More information on the
COLORCUBE: 3D Color Puzzle, COLORCUBE Color Analyser, COLORCUBE Color Assistant,
COLORCUBE Color Command Console, COLORCUBE Screensavers and other products are
available at http://www.colorcube.com. For a full press kit, call (604) 525-2170.

